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12179 Try On Clothing
Demo Resources MMH 55-3003 Enmesharra 2009-04-26

This is a modder's resource for all you clothing
creators. These scripts show you how to set up a "try

before you buy" option in your shop. The player can ask
to try on clothing which unlocks a chest. The player can

remove the items and see how they look but cannot
leave the cel...

11331 Light the Way
v1.1 Tweaks MMH 90-10502 Enmesharra 2006-03-18

This is a very simple mod that adds a bit of atmosphere.
_Bonk_ on the ES forum mentioned in a thread that he
thought it would add realism if the transport NPCs had
torches or lanterns, so they dont just stand out there in
the dark. At first I couldn't believe that this hadn't been

done so I look...

10746 Pain and
Suffering - LB Weapons MMH 98-10496 Enmesharra 2006-03-17

I have had request for a Long Blade version of Pain and
Suffering. It can be used with the Short Blade version
or alone. There are a few differences: The blades are

stronger than the Short Blade version but the
Enchantments are a bit weaker.   In addition to clothing

or light armor (as ...

10745 Pain and
Suffering Weapons MMH 98-10490 Enmesharra 2006-03-15

Pain and Suffering are dual wield blades for your evil
characters.  You can wield either blade in the offensive

position with the other automatically taking the
defensive.      Each blade is a little different in it's use

and style.  Pain is a very strong dagg...

4596 Tribunal Quest
Fix Bugfixes MMH 13-9367 Enmesharra 2004-03-23

If you do the Mazed Band Quest before the Journalist
(The Common Tongue) Quest when you are sent to talk
Barenziah she has nothing new to say to you and you

miss certain important topics ('whom you may trust' and
'Plitinius Mero').  This mod prevents that.

4529 Mournhold
Sewer Fix Bugfixes MMH 13-9398 Enmesharra 2004-03-23

I encountered the problem of my computer crashing
(rebooting) when I entered certain sewers in

Mournhold.  After some reading on the forums and a
little experimenting I learned that the problem was the
Goblin Bucklers (they also crashed the CS).      This fix

sim...

3727
Enmesharra's

Tapestry Shop v
1.0

Stores and
Merchants MMH 80-11965 Enmesharra 2012-11-15

This mod adds a shop that sells 46 different tapestries
with based on the artwork of Pre-Raphaelite artists.

Once purchased you can place these tapestries
anywhere you like. Just put it on the ground below

where you want it. It will automatically position itself to
the proper hight for a small si...

1098 Enmesharra's
Refuge V 1.3 Full Houses MMH 44-5680 Enmesharra 2011-09-05

~ Enmesharra's Refuge V 1.3 ~ Tribunal Required
1.General Info 2.Features 3.Game Balance 4.Installation
and Play 5.Tips and Known Issues 6.Thanks and Credits

7.Change History ...


